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Two-coloured Bali bed with tatami 0159

VAT excluded VAT included

Base Price: 850.00 € 1,037.00 €

Combinations Details VAT excluded VAT included

Inner bed width 60 cm - with one 60 cm wide tatami - -
70 cm -  with one 70 cm wide tatami +18.85 € +23.00 €
80 cm - with one 80 cm wide tatami +28.69 € +35.00 €
90 cm - with one 90 cm wide tatami +38.52 € +47.00 €
100 cm - with one 100 cm wide tatami +63.93 € +78.00 €
120 cm - with two 60 cm wide tatamis +190.16 € +232.00 €
140 cm - with two 70 cm wide tatamis +236.07 € +288.00 €
160 cm - with two 80 cm wide tatamis +266.39 € +325.00 €
180 cm - with two 90 cm wide tatamis +296.72 € +362.00 €
200 cm - with two 100 cm wide tatamis +502.46 € +613.00 €
210 cm - with three 70 cm wide tatamis +534.43 € +652.00 €
240 cm - with three 80 cm wide tatamis +574.59 € +701.00 €
270 cm - with three 90 cm wide tatamis +613.93 € +749.00 €
300 cm - with three 100 cm wide tatamis +702.46 € +857.00 €

Inner bed length 6'7" - 200 cm - -
6'11" - 210 cm (6'7" tatami + 4" wooden insert) +81.97 € +100.00 €
7'3" - 210 cm (6'7" tatami + 8" wooden insert) +163.93 € +200.00 €

Bed height from the ground to the
outer frame

25 cm - -
30 cm +50.00 € +61.00 €
35 cm +100.00 € +122.00 €
40 cm +150.00 € +183.00 €
45 cm +200.00 € +244.00 €

Frame finishing (natural not
treated,oiled or coloured)

unfinished - -
clear lacquer +85.25 € +104.00 €
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, red, whitened, platinum grey, black

+110.66 € +135.00 €

Foot finishings (natural not treated,
oiled or coloured)

unfinished - -
oiled +59.02 € +72.00 €
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, platinum grey, black, red, whitened_

+76.23 € +93.00 €

Accessories straight fir wood slats included - -

Accessories
Bali two-coloured bedside
table

Zen headboard Bali two-coloured headboard Bali Mirror Headboard Basic Futon Headboard

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.  
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Futon Headboard With
Removable Cover

Bali two-coloured small bench Straight beech slats Futon Cotton Comfort Quilt Cover Sun

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.  
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